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Harvard Law plan on speech causes stir 

By Patrick Healy, Globe Staff, 11/19/2002 

AMBRIDGE - A Harvard Law School committee announced plans yesterday to 
draft a speech code that would ban harassing, offensive language from the 

classroom, a highly unusual step for a law school and a move that runs counter to a 
national trend against interfering with campus speech. 

Last night, the proposed code set off such a furious debate at an extraordinary campus 
''town meeting'' that some committee members and the law school dean said afterward 
that they were deeply uneasy with the idea.

Harvard's Black Law Students Association and some faculty have been pressing since 
last spring for a speech code that would punish offending students and professors. The 
law school community was ruptured at that time by a series of racial incidents - most 
notably one student's use of the word ''nig'' in an online course notebook, a professor's 
defense of that student, and another professor's comment that feminism, Marxism, and 
black studies have ''contributed nothing'' to tort law.

Yet while law school officials have taken steps to soothe campus tensions since then, 
their primary action - forming the Committee on Healthy Diversity, which said it plans 
to draft the proposed speech code - has created a new wave of concern. 

At a law school known for its champions of the First Amendment, from the Supreme 
Court of Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis Brandeis to today's campus of Alan 
Dershowitz, Randall Kennedy, and Laurence Tribe, the notion of a speech code is 
noxious to some professors and students and unsettling to many others. They include the 
school's dean, Robert C. Clark, who appointed the diversity committee but said through 
a spokesman last night that he would be ''very reluctant'' to go along with a code.

At yesterday's meeting, tensions were still evident from last spring's controversies. They 
boiled over into the open when Dershowitz, one of the diversity committee's members, 
questioned the arguments for greater racial diversity and for a speech code, and sparred 
aggressively with some of the 150 students and professors in the audience.

Dershowitz, the constitutional law expert who is well known for defending O.J. Simpson 
and Claus von Bulow, first challenged the idea that the law school should recruit more 
minority students as a way of improving the diversity of opinions on campus.

''When I hear blacks saying I want more blacks, or liberals saying I want more liberals, 
that doesn't seem like diversity - that sounds like self-serving pleading,'' Dershowitz said.

About 28 percent of Harvard Law students are minorities, and only a small fraction of 
the faculty is black or Hispanic, according to committee chairwoman Martha A. Field.

Several audience members reproached Dershowitz for his comments, with one 
complaining that he seemed to assume all black students thought alike. Another student 
suggested that, instead of simply enrolling more minority students, the law school should 
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have mandatory sensitivity-training classes for students.

Yet Dershowitz incited even more fury after he challenged a member of the Black Law 
Students Association to be more specific after the student read a statement reiterating her 
group's support for a ''discrimination harassment policy'' that includes penalties.

''With all due respect, what you stated is extraordinarily abstract,'' Dershowitz said. After 
the student was not able to cite an example of offensive language that could be censured 
in a speech code, Dershowitz said of the proposal: ''That's like asking someone to first 
vote for censorship, and then figure out later what is censored. With all due respect, I 
find that statement unhelpful.''

His comments brought a stinging rebuke from another Harvard Law star, Kennedy, the 
author of the recent book ''Nigger: The Strange Career of a Troublesome Word.'' 
Kennedy reprimanded Dershowitz for purportedly using the sort of insensitive language 
and tone that upset many students last spring.

''I don't think students should feel embarrassed to have to come back with a response,'' 
Kennedy told Dershowitz.

''When they come to ask for a speech code, they should be better prepared,'' Dershowitz 
said of the black students' association. ''Don't try to silence me, Randy.''

Philip B. Heymann, another faculty member on the committee, defended Dershowitz, 
saying that one part of teaching at an elite law school was challenging students to defend 
their opinions. ''Making someone uncomfortable should not be prohibited,'' he said.

Several committee members - who include two top deans and six students - said 
yesterday they have deeply mixed feelings about the need for such a code, and were 
concerned that it might limit open speech.

Field, a constitutional law specialist, said that a speech code or policy will probably be 
written by late spring, but that the committee may decide against recommending it to the 
faculty for adoption - instead using the draft language to show what a code might look 
like, or the pitfalls inherent in one.

''This is an incredibly difficult job,'' Field said. ''A certain level of civility, just not 
insulting or attacking people but also being considerate of other folks in the room, is 
something that's good to work at.''

Field recalled the years that she lived in the South, when people - feeling discouraged 
from using certain words - simply came up with new, slightly less offensive ones. 

The committee and the school have taken other steps to reduce tensions on campus this 
term. Professor Lani Guinier, the only black woman on the law school faculty with 
tenure, is instructing colleagues on ways to talk about diversity and incendiary issues in 
the classroom.

The law school has also introduced a ''difficult conversations skills'' workshop for 
dozens of first-year law students, who are taught to speak with greater sensitivity about 
race, gender, and other potentially hot-button issues.

Law school officials said that the ''difficult conversations'' workshops have been a ''work 
in progess,'' and some students say the results have been mixed.

''At the first session of one workshop, the conversation dealt with how to break up with 
your boyfriend,'' said Lacey Schwartz, a third-year student who serves on the diversity 
committee and is active in the Black Law Students Association. ''Then the second 
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session was about race and other things - so there was confusion about what the 
workshop was focused on.''

Patrick Healy can be reached at mailto:%20phealy@globe.com.

This story ran on page A1 of the Boston Globe on 11/19/2002.
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